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navigating employment law

Overview

• What is it?
• What has this got to do with us?
• What is going on ‘bigger picture’?
• What can we do?



navigating employment law

• Environmental
• Social
• Governance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Doing the right thingsAsk questions:Has this become more on your radar?If not today it will……Does your organisation have a sustainability policy?Has your organisation set itself targets about reaching net zero carbon emissions?Has your organisation taken any steps you can think of which will assist towards this?Think of it like a patchwork or jigsaw interlocking things
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Why is it important and why now?

• Black Lives Matter and Me Too
• Pandemic – put employers under the 

microscope
• Investor decisions
• Recruitment and retention
• Risk management
• Direction of travel
• War in Ukraine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Movements such as Me Too and BLM – spotlight on employers and if they are really walking the walk. Headline recently in  PM “half of black women believe they will be overlooked for promotion”. Take your pick – lots about cultural and structural barriers and how we begin tackle thoseIntense scrutiny pandemic – how we treat people and the community we are inThe Great Resignation – people assessed their lives and the younger generations in the workplace wanting different things – been saying for years lots of employers got it coming for themInvestors have shifted what they are looking for when they make their decisions – filtering outsideA toxic corporate culture is by far the strongest predictor of industry-adjusted attrition and is 10 times more important than compensation in predicting turnover. Unethical behavior/perceptions about these issues affect turnover.We're now seeing a public demand for employers to treat their staff ethically, fairly and responsibly, and a failure to do so can have very costly reputational damage. For example, we saw in summer 2020, Boohoo's share price plummet in the wake of news reports of low pay culture and poor standards in its supply chain. On the other hand, employers with a positive social image can outperform their competitors financially and attract and retain talent. This is particularly important because it's well known that millennials and Gen Z employees are heavily influenced by employers' ethical values in choosing where they work, and this will give employers a competitive advantage at the moment while we have such an acute retention crisis. Having women on boards decreases the likelihood of unethical ‘backdoor’ transactions taking place, a French study has found. Data from 97 companies over 16 year period  looked at French firms both before and after 2011, when a gender quota law led to an increased representation of women on boards. Le Mans University, Montpellier Business School and Emlyon Business School, found that the number of reduced-party transactions (RPTs) decreased when more women were on the board of a company. Previous studies indicated that RPTs are associated with unethical behaviour, such as opportunistic behaviour by insiders and expropriation of minority shareholders.The study, which was published in the British Journal of Management, found that female directors are more motivated by reputational risk. Mehdi Nekhili, finance professor at Le Mans University and co-author of the study, said: “Female directors involved in monitoring duties are more inclined to assert their role.”Similar studies – wider inclusion – better decision making and outcomes.Direction of travel on global scale – increasing regulation – moving from reporting and disclosure to more sanctions based legislation – eg:- EU proposal to mandate supply chain dd, Bribery Act, Criminal Finances Act – tax evasionEqual pay – TUC analysis recently found women in UK working 56 days a year for free due to the pay gap 15.4% average – current pace of change will take until 2049 to achieve parity as closing by 0.6% a year – increases to over 21% for the over 40s and over 50sWar – focussed us all on humanitarian issues and businesses having to think about who they have links with 
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Environmental

• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change  
predicts the average global temperature in 2100 is 
likely to be between 3°C to 5.5°C above late 19th 
century levels if no action is taken to reduce global 
greenhouse gas emissions

• COP26 1.5°commitment- only reached with 
herculean effort

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Science and targetsThe global risks from climate change include:Extreme weather events.Severe impacts on the world's poorest and most vulnerable populations.Environmental and economic damage.Large-scale singular events (such as further sea level rise as major ice sheets melt).Disruption and irreversible loss of natural habitats and resources is expected even with a 2°C temperature rise. However, rapid global action to cut greenhouse gas emissions may reduce the likelihood of global temperatures increasing by 2°C.Under the 2015 Paris Agreement, the international community agreed to combat climate change, with an objective of ensuring that global temperature increases above pre-industrial levels remain well below 2°C, and by driving efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C. The IPCC's 2018 report highlights that limiting global warming to 1.5°C will require rapid and far-reaching transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings, transport, and cities (see IPCC: Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C). Global net human-caused emissions of CO2 would need to fall by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching net zero around 2050 (see Legal update, UNFCCC Paris Agreement: IPCC publishes special report on global warming of 1.5°C).Only get to 1.5 if we phase out coal, halt and reverse deforestation, EV and reduce methane
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What is going on bigger picture?

• 90% world has net zero targets

• Equates to a fundamental alteration of the 
world economy

• Policy and Regulatory changes are coming

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Business and organisational leaders need to be thinking about what the impact will be and how it is going to trickle down to them
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Climate Change Act 2008

• imposes a legally binding duty on the 
government to reduce the UK's carbon 
emissions by 100% by 2050 – June 2019

• https://senedd.wales/media/jvue5rte/sub-
ld14105-em-e.pdf - February 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The UK is committed to both international and national targets for the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHGs). Under the Kyoto Protocol, the UK was required to reduce its GHG emissions by 12.5% (below 1990 levels) in the period 2008-2012 and signatories were required to cut GHG emissions by 18% by 2020 The UK government recognised that it needed to put in place a strong domestic framework to reduce GHG emissions. This, in turn, gave the UK the credibility it needs to lead ongoing international climate change negotiations The government announced in the 2006 Queen's Speech that it intended to introduce a Climate Change Bill to make the UK's national GHG reduction targets legally binding, and it consulted on a draft of the Climate Change Bill in March 2007 The Clean Growth Strategy sets out policies and proposals that aim to accelerate the pace of clean growth. Inter-Ministerial Group, which will monitor implementation of the Strategy and drive its green growth policies. The green finance announcements include:Setting up a Green Finance Taskforce to provide recommendations for public and private investment needed to meet the UK's carbon budget. Working with the British Standards Institution (BSI) to develop a set of voluntary green and sustainable finance management standards.Working with mortgage providers to develop green mortgage products that recognise the benefit of more energy efficient properties.The government first announced these initiatives in September 2017.Consulting in 2018 on improving the energy efficiency of new and existing commercial buildings Consulting on raising minimum energy efficiency standards (MEES) for rented commercial buildings.Exploring how voluntary building standards can improve energy efficiency of commercial buildings.Simplifying the requirements on businesses for measuring and reporting on energy use. The new framework for reporting on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissionEstablishing an Industrial Energy Efficiency scheme to help large companies install measures to reduce energy use.Publishing joint industrial decarbonisation and energy efficiency action plans with seven of the most energy intensive industrial sectors (that is, cement, ceramics, chemicals, food and drink, glass, oil and refining, pulp and paper). A policy document and sector plans were also published on 12 October 2017Renewing work to introduce carbon capture and storage (CCS) at scale in the UK, by investing up to £100 million in carbon capture usage and storage (CCUS) and industrial innovation, and setting up a new CCUS Council.Phasing out the installation of high carbon forms of fossil fuel heating in new and existing businesses that are off the gas grid, during the 2020s.Support recycling of heat produced in industrial processes. Alongside the Clean Growth Strategy, the government published a consultation on recovery of industrial heat.The government hopes that its package of measures will support businesses to improve their energy productivity by at least 20% by 2030.WAG 4 sets Regs 2021 to help WG reach targets – link sends you to the Senedd explanatory memo about those 4 sets of Regs, some divergence Wales from rest UK – eg:- obligation in law in Wales to think about impact on future generations�

https://senedd.wales/media/jvue5rte/sub-ld14105-em-e.pdf
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What is going on bigger picture?

• Bank of England 2015
– Physical risks
– Economic transition risks
– Litigation risks

• Task Force on Climate Related Financial 
Disclosures

• Network for Greening the Financial System
• Sustainability Standards Board

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2015 BoE identified that there are systemic risks going across the whole economy and broke it down into 3 areas:Physical risks: as temperatures change and weather patterns become more erratic  and sea levels change – this presents big risk to business and their physical assets but even if the business itself not affected by that likely that supply chain affected as resources affected worldwide, knock on effects on everyone’s insurance, effect employees directly and indirectly in supply chain if they are affected. Read recently Cardiff 6th on list vulnerability in UK as a city – proximity to the sea.Ecc transition risks – moving to net zero has various consequences – obselescence – if you are car manufacturer/supply chain you are going to be very aware at the moment of the shift to electric, if you are a petrol station you should be looking ahead to the future and thinking about what you are going to be supplying in the future, shareholder, consumer and investor preferences are changing: pension funds asking for voluntary moves, the effect of carbon pricing is likely to increase costs, technology developments may fundamentally change how your business operates, left with assets stranded on your balance sheet eg:- diesel vehicles, change in revenue profile will have knock on effects on your cashflowLitigation risks references fines, damages, affect on insurance profile that arise from failing to disclose and manage those transition risksOther climate-related risks that companies face include:Climate change legislation. This may limit the ability of companies to operate, or affect their growth strategies.Access to resources. It may be harder or more expensive for companies to secure resources such as energy and water.Market risk. Businesses may be at a competitive disadvantage if they fail to recognise market trends driven by climate change. There may be a reduced demand for some types of products.Supply chains and public sector procurement. Companies are putting increasing pressure on their suppliers to reduce their carbon footprints and public sector organisations are also subject to increasing green procurement obligations. Reputational risk. Failure to engage visibly with decarbonisation may impact on a company's reputation and brand. Pressure from consumers, investors, activists, employees and other stakeholders. Stranded assets. Assets such as fossil fuel reserves may remain unused because of climate change targets, legislation or increased demand for renewable energy, resulting in a significant drop of value in the companies that own those assets and energy intensive industries.Assess shocks to the overall economy equivalent to the  2008 banking crisis or 2020 Covid 19 – think about how that affected your organisation then – availability of money from banks may have dried up, maybe people stopped spending so not buying your productTCFD 2017 recommendations how business can survive and thrive in different scenariosThe worldwide accounting standards are being changed so that it is woven in eg:- September 2020 open letter from investors saying we want to see the assumptions underlying your business that is consistent with Paris Climate Accord re limiting temperature changes SSB being set up to sit alongside the accounting standards – can expect quality standards to be following suit
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UK business is responsible for 

• 41.1 m tonnes waste 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
About ¼ UK waste Average households create 31m  so business is responsible for moreZero waste not realistic but having it as a policy drives clear economic, social and environmental benefits
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Lawyers starting to do their thing

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000r4v
s
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The Chancery Lane Project

• Collective effort of lawyers led to the Climate 
Contract Playbook

• https://chancerylaneproject.org/climate-
clauses/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
650 lawyers held a hackathon style event to think about what clauses we need to start drafting in to achieve the net zero goalsTCLP is a global collaboration of lawyers developing new contracts and model laws to help fight climate change. It believes that legal frameworks can enable and encourage businesses and communities to create practical legal solutions which have a positive impact on the environment. Their aim is to rewrite business contracts to create new market standards that generate lasting change.Majority of clauses are for commercial contracts and things we aren’t involved in but they have come up with 2 ideas discussed below:GL clausesParas for handbooks about meeting net zeroPerf incentives Small steps – expect growth

https://chancerylaneproject.org/climate-clauses/
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Social

• Your impact on society
– your staff
– society

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No set method of measuring this: can define it yourself but key themesDiversity and inclusion most high-profile of these areas of focus. It's widely recognised that a workplace culture that promotes equality and diversity can encourage employee retention, attract talent and boost employee productivity and morale. A diverse workforce also ensures companies have a range of different perspectives that better reflect our diverse society and also gives an employer a rich mix of different skills. Corporate governance reforms and initiatives to improve the gender and ethnic balance of boards and senior management are starting to produce results but there is still some way to go, particularly in relation to racial diversity. Companies with 250 or more employees are required now to report on their gender pay gap but there isn't an equivalent obligation in relation to ethnicity pay reporting, despite growing pressure on the government to introduce legislation. There's also a lot of progress to be made in removing barriers for disabled employees to enter senior positions and also those from working class backgrounds. Social mobility  - only half young people feel recruitment is inclusive and 77% think pandemic has made it worse. 90% young people consider your D&I b4 applying and are put off if cannot see you doing something to improve.  Bright Network working with employers to eliminate points in the process where might be put off and redesigning aptitude tests.Pay and working practices  The pandemic has highlighted and exacerbated the challenges of low paid workers and those in unstable jobs and has put increased scrutiny on employers' working practices. For example, there has been heavy criticism by investors of employers that put reliance on zero hours contracts and unethical supply chains rather than sustainable business models. Turning to the other end of the scale, executive pay is regulated in some sectors such as the financial services sector and is also subject to corporate governance rules which have resulted in greater transparency. For example, quoted companies with more than 250 employees are required to report on the ratio between their CEO's pay and the average pay of the workforce. Outcry in pandemic – companies taking furlough pay but execs still being paid handsomely – certainly seen Boards leading by example - if they asked their staff to take pay buts they took them too.Working practices: debate about whether we need right to disconnect (we do), worrying surveillance culture emerging (recent headline in PM re ‘spiralling out of control’ remote workers, TUC trying to get stat right to consultation before monitoring, challenges of hybrid and making sure people get opportunities and not overlooked Criticism fire and rehire (BEIS decision having consulted to not change the law) – BG – private members bill – injunction v Tescos Sick pay – can anyone seriously justify SSP any more? Outcry in pandemic, those who don’t qualify but also realisation how people cannot live on £96 a week. We can’t talk wellbeing in one conversation and then not look at what we pay people to recover too?Workforce engagement & inclusion concerned with whether an employer has a culture of inclusion that allows employees to feel safe, respected and involved in decisions.Work going on in financial services sector right now to look at how we better measure D&I. Employers' whistleblowing and grievance procedures will be put under the lens as well as how they deal with incidents of discrimination, bullying and harassment and also how extensively they use non-disclosure agreements in the workforce. Expecting new legislation on SH.Corporate governance reforms have also focused on workforce engagement and there's now a requirement for employers 250 employees + to report on how they have engaged with the workforce and also how that engagement has impacted decisions that have been made by the business. Just published the 2022 stats 15 FTSE 100 companies not yet reached the 33% women target, 57 of the FTSE 250 – acrose 350 cos only 48 female chairs – goal of 40% by 2025Employee wellbeing has emerged as a key area of focus and the pandemic has focused minds on the risks to business resilience and performance of burnout and stress, which have been unfortunate consequences of long hours working at home during the pandemic. Human Rights  - slavery and forced labour in supply chains – privacy and respect for family life – comes into things like the discussion about the right to switch off from email, holidays, monitoring of employees, freedoms around things like beliefs and controls over staff and their social media, AI and algorithms making decisions – just because we can do some things doesn’t mean we should? Facial recognition tech – backlashes all the time? Freedoms of expression, assembly  and prohibition of discrimination
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Governance

• Way in which organisations manage 
themselves

• Themes:
– Engagement                                  Culture
– Whistleblowing Modern Slavery
– Pay ratios
– Diversity

• Criticism of glacial pace of change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Corporate governance traditionally about good practice: BEIS consultation 2021 restoring trust in audit and governance -  proposals for greater accountability for directors, new director’s duties as regards internal controls, risk management and reporting on anti-fraud measuresExcess executive pay, gig economy and disconnect public and business – Green Paper published just days before the BHS collapse in 2016 – idea that wider than interaction shareholders and boards – interests of wider stakeholders like employees, customers and suppliers – led to changes to CA2006  - s172 strategic reporting requirement – directors explain how they are carrying out their duties in the interest of the staff )and others). If 250+ have to set out how they have engaged with employees (giving them a voice) and duty to report on pay ratios comparting pay of CEO with average pay in the workforce. 2018 Corporate Governance Code – applies listed cos Workforce and stakeholder voice. Principles D and E of the 2018 Code establish the importance of strengthening the voice of employees and other stakeholders in the boardroom.Employee engagement methods. Provision 5 of the 2018 Code provides that, for engagement with the workforce, one or a combination of three employee engagement methods should be usedA director appointed from the workforce.A formal workforce advisory panel.A designated non-executive director (NED) Based on the annual reports of FTSE 350 companies employing at least 50 staff, in response to the 2018 Code 40% had appointed a designated NED, 12% had established an advisory panel, 16% had appointed a NED and set up an advisory panel, and one company had appointed a worker director. The remaining 32% opted to "explain" providing details of existing or alternative mechanisms. Alternative mechanisms included NEDs meeting with colleague forums or sounding boards, ad hoc arrangements (such as site visits and town halls), as well as heavy reliance on annual employee surveys. Overall, the FRC commented that most of the weakest and least substantive practices were those relying solely on NEDs, or on underdeveloped alternative arrangements. The FRC stated that to make workforce engagement effective, boards first must properly reflect on the purpose they want that engagement to serve. The report also set out the FRC's conclusions on what makes board-level workforce engagement arrangements effective, which included: ensuring that the employee voice reflects the geography and demography of the workforce; properly integrating different engagement and voice channels with each other (including collective forms of employee representation); providing for regular and structured input from the workforce (especially during periods of rapid change); choosing workforce representatives (whether on a panel or worker directors) with some input from the workforce; focusing energies principally on the substance of workforce engagement, not the process; balancing agendas with topics of management interest and workforce interest; and having an effective feedback loop (based on informed employee voice) for a meaningful dialogue with the workforce.The report stated that many FTSE 350 company annual reports appeared to treat workforce engagement as a side issue, relegating it to a row in a table of stakeholders, and including boilerplate statements. The FRC maintained its 2020 assessment regarding the disappointing quality of reporting in this regard Diversity. The board is to promote diversity (of gender and social and ethnic backgrounds), building diversity across the workforce and executive pipeline. The nomination committee's remit is expanded to oversight of development of a diverse pipeline, and reporting on progress on diversity (Section 3, 2018 Code). Hampton-Alexander Review female representation target 33% women on Boards FTSE 350  by 2020 – 1 year ago no longer any all male boards but still 16 with only one woman.Parker review – goal of one director of colour on FTSE100 by 2021 and FTSE250 by 2024The Parker Review Committee highlighted in its 2021 update report that as at 2 November 2020:74 FTSE 100 companies reported that they had a director from a minority ethnic group on their board (this was 52 in January 2020).21 FTSE 100 companies reported that they did not have any directors from a minority ethnic group on their board. Two companies reported that their current board composition was unknown at the time of the survey, while three companies did not respond to the request to submit their data.After the survey deadline of 2 November 2020, a further seven FTSE 100 companies reported that they had appointed a director from a minority ethnic group. FTSE 250 companies will be surveyed by the end of 2021 and have until 2024 to appoint at least one ethnic minority director on their boards.The FCA is proposing to extend the scope of DTR 7.2.8AR so that, for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022:The company's disclosure on its diversity policy should include the diversity policy applied to is remuneration, audit and nominations committees.The policy should cover aspects such as ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability and socio-economic background.Culture. The board to assess and monitor culture so that policy, practices or behaviour throughout the business are aligned with the company’s purpose, values and strategy, and seek assurance that management has taken any corrective action and explain that action in the annual report as well as the company's approach to investing in and rewarding its workforce (Provision 2, 2018 Code).Whistleblowing. There should be a means for the workforce to raise concerns in confidence and anonymously, with the board routinely reviewing this and the reports arising from its operation. The board should ensure arrangements for proportionate and independent investigation and for follow-up action (Provision 6, 2018 Code). Relates to any concern not just improprieties and mechanism for people to be able to do so anon.Trickle down effect – James Wates CBE principles – vol for larger private companies – developed with TUC20 January 2020, the Financial Reporting Council's Financial Reporting Lab (the Lab) published a report on workforce-related corporate reporting, which followed a call for participants from investors and companies, concluded that improvements were needed in order to meet investor needs and reflect modern-day workforces. It found overwhelming investor support for clearer and more detailed disclosures as well as an increasing desire among other stakeholders for reporting in areas such as culture, employee engagement and the workforce.Against various categories the report set out questions that companies should ask themselves when approaching reporting, in order to better help investors, and highlights some of the characteristics of best practice disclosure. On 24 May 2021, the FRC published a report on workforce engagement and the 2018 Code, which reviewed company practice and reporting relating to Provision 5 of the 2018 Code, which sets out methods of workforce engagement.Matthew Taylor Review for David Cameron – focus on gig economy – 2017 whole chapter dedicated to “responsible business” and suggested business takes good work seriously and is open about it – emphasised that good CG is as important as strong employment relations. Good Work Plan published 2018 – government saying if large companies don’t clean up their act we will consider more legislation – People Report – think wider reporting like for pay but covering wider diversity data – direction of travelRemuneration committee’s rolesA broader responsibility of the remuneration committee to review workforce remuneration and related policies, and the alignment of incentives and rewards with culture, taking these into account when setting the policy for executive director remuneration (Provision 33, 2018 Code). When determining executive director remuneration policy and practices, the remuneration committee should address clarity, simplicity, risk, predictability, proportionality and alignment to culture (Provision 40, 2018 Code).Likely to be ethnicity pay reporting by 2024? Committee pressure on gov.t.The Modern Slavery Act 2015 (MSA) is aimed at combating crimes of slavery and human trafficking. Specifically, section 54 of the MSA requires commercial organisations with an annual turnover of £36 million or more to produce a statement each year setting out the steps they have taken to ensure that their business and supply chains are slavery free, or a statement that they have taken no steps to do this. While the section 54 statement aims to ensure that businesses are transparent about what they are doing to tackle modern slavery and human trafficking, it is clearly not a "guarantee" that modern slavery does not take place. A "commercial organisation" is defined as a body corporate or a partnership (wherever incorporated or formed) which carries on a business, or part of a business, in any part of the UK (section 54(12)).In 2019, there was an independent review of the MSA to look at its shortcomings and make recommendations for improvement. The report following the review concluded that the following changes (among others) should be made:Companies should not be able to state that they have taken no steps to address modern slavery in their supply chains as currently permitted.Failure to make a statement or to act when instances of slavery are found should be an offence under the Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986.As a result of the review, the government launched a consultation considering how to make the transparency requirements and reporting process as clear and straightforward as possible. On 22 September 2020, the government published its response to the 2019 consultation, in which it proposed to make changes to section 54 when parliamentary time allows and to publish updated guidance. However, no clear timetable for reforming the MSA 2015 has yet been published.Directors' personal liability in a modern slavery contextAs can be seen above, one of the recommendations for reform of the MSA is to disqualify directors where a business fails to make a statement or to act when instances of slavery are found. However, employment lawyers should be aware that even now directors may be held personally responsible for inducing a breach of contract where workers are treated exploitatively. In Antuzis v DJ Houghton Catching Services Ltd [2019] EWHC 843 (QB) two directors were found liable for inducing breaches of contract by the employer (relating to unpaid wages and unlawful deductions) with respect to several agricultural workers who were working in what the High Court described as "a gruelling and exploitative work regime". The High Court found that the directors did not honestly believe that they had paid the national minimum wage and holiday pay due to the workers, nor that they were entitled to withhold the payments. The directors' conduct was in breach of their section 172 duties (see Changes to the Companies Act 2006) and meant that they could be held personally liable for inducing the breaches of the workers' contracts by the company. The directors were subsequently held to be liable to the claimants for aggravated damages as well as financial loss suffered as a result of their breaches�
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European Directive

• Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On 23 February 2022, the European Commission adopted a proposal for a Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive. The proposal introduces a sustainability due diligence duty on large EU companies and non-EU companies with significant EU activity to address adverse human rights and environmental impacts in their own operations, their subsidiaries and their value chains.The proposal includes:• A new due diligence duty to be integrated into corporate policies and which requires companies to identify, prevent, mitigate, minimise and end adverse human rights and environmental impacts in their own operations, in their subsidiaries, and in their established direct or indirect business relationships in their value chain.• A requirement for large companies to have a climate transition action plan to ensure that their business model and strategy are compatible with the transition to a sustainable economy and with limiting global warming to 1.5°C, in line with the Paris Agreement.• Clarification of the duty on directors to act in the best interests of the company, which requires them to take into account the human rights, climate and environmental consequences of their decisions and the likely consequences of any decision in the long term.Victims of breaches will be able to bring a civil liability claim for damages before the national courts.The new due diligence duty will apply to large EU companies (with more than 500 employees and a net worldwide turnover of over EUR 150 million) and to EU companies operating in high risk sectors (agriculture, textiles or extraction of minerals) and that have more than 250 employees and a net worldwide turnover of over EUR 40 million. Non-EU companies that meet the same criteria in respect of their net turnover generated in the EU will also be covered.
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European Commission 

• Communication on decent work worldwide for 
a global just transition and a sustainable 
recovery

• “DNSH” criteria: do no significant harm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The communication sets out the EU's commitment to promoting decent work and a human-centred future of work both within the EU and around the world. As part of its approach, further to the State of the Union speech given by European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen on 15 September 2021, in which a ban on products made by forced labour was proposed a new legislative instrument is being prepared to ban both domestic (EU) and imported products made by forced labour from entering the EU market. The key tools that are identified as being used to further its strategy are wide-ranging and include:  • Promoting corporate responsibility, due diligence, disclosure and transparency on human rights and labour rights through EU policies and legislation.• The proposed legislative ban on products made by forced labour which will be combined with a risk-based enforcement framework.• Public procurement guidance and related legal provisions.• Using EU sectoral policies, trade policy, development policy, EU enlargement and neighbourhood policy and human rights policies to promote and strengthen respect for international labour standards.• Promoting labour rights at regional and international level, including through bilateral and regional agreements, work-related UN instruments, the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the declarations of the G7 and G20. • Engaging with stakeholders in global partnerships on respecting labour rights in supply chains.Discussions about taxonomy in this space – DNSH – making sure social objectives included alongside environmental: • Decent work (including for value-chain workers).• Adequate living standards and wellbeing for end-users.• Inclusive and sustainable communities and societies. The sub-objectives focus on health and safety, healthcare, housing, wages, non-discrimination, consumer health and communities' livelihoods.
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Reputation

• Digital, social media driven age with coverage 
going ‘viral’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Give me some examples of reputations of corporates coming under the microscope?ASOS and supply chains
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Accountability

• Staff may well be wanting you to take action
• Stakeholders will too
• Supply chain pressure
• Regulators flexing their muscles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Impact on recruitment as younger generations expect different things from potential employers Looking to ‘brands’ to change and to do things – will be pressure on you from there tooSRA – culture – B&HFCA mainstreaming D&I in  everything we doNo longer good enough to be getting results – how we get them now being judged tooWales – Future Generations Act – public bodies duties to make decisions taking them into account – coming of age?
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What can HR do?

• (1) Ask the question and lead by example: 

– What are we doing in this organisation to manage 
those risks and be strategic on this issue?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even if your role isn’t strategic HR you can affect change by asking the question of those whose role it is – upward pressure on Boards and those in charge to start thinking about thisForward-thinking employers are going beyond the letter of the law, compliance and regulation to embed an ESG strategy into their culture that builds opportunities for long-term sustainable growth and inclusion. HR professionals and employment specialists have a key role to play in ensuring employers' actions and their policies are aligned to their ESG strategy. 
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• (2) Encourage staff to volunteer
– Corporate Social Responsibility Policies
– Sabbaticals
– Garden Leave

With our prior approval, you may undertake 
volunteering activities at an environmental 
organisation during any period of Garden 
Leave.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lots of CSR – can you green up the work being done? Encourage staff to take green sabbaticals/GL clause is one of the CLP clausesPaid sabbaticals or some form of contribution if the sabbatical is assisting achieve net zero? tree planting, clearing and rewilding derelict land, habitat creation, installing energy efficiency measures or renewable power, or raising awareness of climate change
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• (3) Engage the staff
– Raise awareness 
– Gather their ideas and support
– Set up a:

• sustainability 
• D&I group or committee 

to champion the issue, set goals and review 
progress 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of staff engagement work/staff surveys get them involved and eg:- ideas for how the business can cut waste – that might be wasted journeys, wasted time, wasted resources – think broadly. They will know best where reinvention of wheel taking place or 
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• (4) Policy/Handbook include a policy tied into 
wider corporate objectives 
- Expenses/commuting
- Homeworking policy
- Flexible working
- Dress Code and Uniform
- Holidays
- Whistleblowing
- Disciplinary policy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PolicyReview our expenses policy – do we encourage sustainable forms of travel, do we reward car sharing, those driving electric vehicles, walkers, cycling, runners? May be the allowances we give, free charging, contribution towards costs public transport tickets, charging those who don’t drive electric to park? Radical – ban diesel vehicles from car park.Do we encourage people to use efficient meeting methods or are we travelling all over Wales to meet? Zoom and Teams here to stay. If they do travel do they jump in the nearest taxi or are they encouraged to use public transport/an electric one? When people stay places or eat out do we encourage them to think about the environmental impacts like disposable cups and knives and forks or do we ban people doing that? Most radical – we’ll only reimburse your expenses if you eat veggie/vegan.WFH policy – during Covid we have learnt it largely works, WG policy 30% will be working from home or local – reduces emissions – are we buying into that? We’d need to make sure adjustments for disabled.Cycle to Work schemesDress Code – discourage fast fashion and unsustainable culture when we source our uniforms, radical employers would be giving allowances to staff to encourage not buying cheapest clothes that may have ethical issues, not green – if we put pressure on suppliers they would have to change their practices, having a uniform might be better?Holiday policy – extra holiday eg:- 1 day extra if not travelling by plane, staying within UK?Whistleblowing – amend policy so that encourage disclosures that tie in with the net zero/sustainability policy/ESG issues?
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• (5) Incorporate ESG into 
• recruitment
• training and induction
• anti-corruption and other procurement training
• whistleblowing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mentioned in induction that everyone’s responsibility/how to get in touch with any group or committee you have set upAs part of training modules how do we weave in what we are doing around this issue/what we expect?Recruitment strategies - make your process more transparent, what can we do to encourage applications from different cohorts, new approaches to testing 
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• (6) Link executive pay and reward to 
sustainability/governance agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next level – reward people for taking the organisation in the right direction, bonuses linked to reducing carbon emissions of the organisation, bonuses linked to reduction in equal pay gapArguably this is the most important – people are only going to radically change if they feel it in their pockets?Radical – you’ll receive more pay if you cycle to work/car share/use an electric vehicle etc – really drive the change we need to be seeing
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• (7) Set ourselves challenging targets 
– Increase under-represented in workforce
– Closing ethnicity, age and disability pay gaps
– Meaningful and secure jobs
– Flexible working
– Living Wage and financial security
– Sick pay at levels where people can afford to rest 

and recover
– Wellbeing 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That old adage about what gets measured getting done…….May have to start by even knowing what your gap is – Institute Public Policy Research data around access to sick pay and that older you are and race determines less likely to have access to SSPPandemic has shown us SSP model broken – don’t tie ourselves to that – decent levels of sick paydiversity improvement strategies are top of the agenda. We are seeing employers setting aspirational targets to increase the percentage of under-represented categories within their workforce. For example, some are setting targets for employees from working class backgrounds to enter director and partner level. Others are reviewing their recruitment and promotion policies and considering whether or not positive action would be appropriate. Positive action under the Equality Act 2010 allows an employer when faced with two or more candidates of equal merit to take into consideration that one is from a group that is disproportionately under-represented or otherwise disadvantaged within the workforce. Employers are increasingly collecting diversity data in order to identify any existing biases or gaps within the workforce and drive change in their recruitment and promotion strategies. We are also seeing employers rolling out diversity training, which is being repeated on a regular basis, in order to try and change mindsets and remove biases. Reducing pay gaps is another key area of concern and some employers are voluntarily reporting on their ethnicity and disability pay gaps and also publishing action plans on how they propose to remedy them. Finally, more and more employers are recognising the benefits of investing in the mental wellbeing of their workforce. We're seeing employers introducing mental health days across the wider organisation and also providing wellness- based benefits like mindfulness and meditation apps and also counselling. Job design – manuf 1 ever 12 second, amazon, people walking miles trying to beat the clock – wondering why people are anxious and depressed – be more humane – would you want to do it test?Publish our results/annual progress
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• (8) Use our purchasing power
– Questions of of supply chain
– Influence those we do business with
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• (9) Audit where risks and opportunities are
– In our sector

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do we audit our record on integrity and ethics and sustainability?
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• (10) Beef up complaints mechanism
– whistleblowing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Train your managers to be able to spot it – most can’t
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Links

• https://ukcop26.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/11/COP26-Presidency-
Outcomes-The-Climate-Pact.pdf

• https://leadersaschangeagents.com/our-
work/

• Out of Office a book by Charlie Warzel and 
Anne Helen Peterson (the Big Problem and 
Bigger Promise of Working from Home).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LACA The business-led, government-sponsored committee, Leaders as Change Agents (LACA), 30 vols and experts has published a guide suggesting eight commitments that employers can adopt as the cornerstone of a fair and more inclusive workplace.  The guide states that employers can find it "bewildering" to tackle diversity and inclusion. The commitments are intended to help them ensure their processes are genuinely open, fair, and designed to attract the widest array of internal and external candidates. As well as identifying the eight commitments, the guide explains why each one is important and suggests example measures that employers could take to demonstrate progress. The eight commitments are: •Empowerment and choice: ensuring employees are given opportunities to grow and contribute to the organisation's success.•Diversity, equity and inclusion: ensuring employees know that their leaders and colleagues fundamentally respect them, regardless of background or status within the organisation.•Growth and development: supporting employees in developing their skills and career.•Commitment and engagement: reflecting the organisation's commitment to employees through HR policy and business strategy and ensuring information is shared and concerns are taken seriously.•Participation in decisions: giving employees the opportunity to make suggestions and have input on processes that affect their jobs.•Work-life balance: helping employees to balance family, life events and needs outside the workplace and minimising stress.•Fairness: treating each employee with the same consideration and making workplace guidelines clear and enforceable.•Recognition and reward: using reward regularly and to reinforce positive behaviours, ensuring it is fair with regard to the work performed.

https://leadersaschangeagents.com/our-work/
https://leadersaschangeagents.com/our-work/


Contact us: adenton@refreshinglawltd.co.uk
Phone 02920 599993 or 07977 545480

www.refreshinglawltd.co.uk

mailto:adenton@refreshinglawltd.co.uk
http://www.refreshing
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